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Abstract
Due to the outbreak of Covid-19 pandemic, activities in most sectors- be it business, education or even healthcare- are

taking place in an online rather than in an inline style, and as a result, Internet traffic has increased drastically. Recent

studies have highlighted that internet traffic has grown by 70% to 300% since March 2020. According to a recent CNN

news article (https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/tech/netflix-internet-overload-eu/index.html), popular content providers

such as Netflix and YouTube are slowing down in North-America and Europe to keep the internet from breaking. With that

being addressed, the existing network deployment and solutions, even with the fifth generation mobile communication (5G)

partial deployment, are currently under a huge burden. This work intends to review the integration of two of the most

innovative network research areas, Software-defined Networks (SDN) and the Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT aims to

interface questions over the Internet while the SDN offers orchestration for network management by decoupling the control

plane and the data plane. In this article, we present the state of the art of Software-defined networking and the Internet of

Things discussing the integrated architectures, challenges, and designs. Also, we discuss two proposals targeting the QoS

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in IoT via SDN mobile edge computing along with a few directions of possible

research that could fill in gaps in these domains.

Keywords Software defined networks (SDN) � Internet of Things (IoT) � 5G � Tactile Internet (TI) � SWAY �
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1 Introduction

With the advancements in communication technologies

since the 1990s, the Internet has become the largest inter-

national computer network worldwide. However, the new

protocols and standards that have been added to refine the

performance of the Internet have caused network ovation

and its reformatting. For instance, traditional networking is

established inbehaviors to grow not only extraordinarily

complicated but also challenging to anticipate. At the same

time, the existing Internet infrastructure seriously curbs the

network inn fixed-work networks i.e., a couple of switches

and routers. These devices each have certain capacities that

work well together and bolster the network. On the off

chance that the network’s capacities are actualized as

hardware constructs, in case of any change in the network

conditions, even with traditional QoS mechanisms such as

Integrated Services (IntServ) and Differentiated Services
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(DiffServ), these devices will fail to be reinforced in a way

that meets the new conditions. As such, adaptability and

flexibility are repetitive obstacle for regular IP networks.

Many Application Programming interfaces (APIs) are

uncovered for provisioning and most switching hardware

and software are proprietary. Hence, traditional networks

frequently function admirably with restrictive provisioning

programming, yet this product cannot be immediately

adjusted as required.

On the other hand, Software-defined Networks (SDN) is

characterized by ‘‘the decoupling of control and packet-

forwarding planes in the network’’ [1]. It empowers the

network to legitimately associate with applications through

applying programming interfaces, supporting application

execution and security, and creating a uniquely adapt-

able network design that can be changed as required.

Apparently, evolving to be the most regularly utilized

method for application deployment, SDN is now utilized

by enterprises to send their applications more quickly, in

the meantime cutting down deployment and operating

expenses. IT heads utilizing SDN can oversee and provi-

sion their network services from an incorporated point. A

network model that yields programmatic management,

control, and network asset optimization, SDN applies open

APIs to help keep up network control. This network control

is established when SDN decouples the network design and

traffic engineering, isolating them from their central net-

work infrastructure. This splitting permits the utilization of

OpenFlow and other open protocols. These open protocols

can access network switches and routers that regularly

utilize exclusive and generally closed firmware by applying

globally aware software control at the network’s edge.

SDN helps clients virtualize their hardware and attempts

to make a computer network by separating the system [2]

into the accompanying separate planes: The control plane

offers the performance and fault management of NetFlow

according to the type of the deployed protocols, hence it is

often utilized for managing devices designs that are

remotely associated with the software-defined network.

The data plane advances traffic to its ideal destination.

Before traffic arrives at the data plane, the control plane

directs what path streams it will take by utilizing the flow

control. This enables network administrators to effectively

work with the software-defined network and manage the

network.

At the point when it was first deployed by huge enter-

prises, like Google and Amazon, SDN helped them make

adaptable server farms, encourage network resources and

new cloud based server development, as well as decrease

the workload for IT directors. SDN streamlined the effi-

ciency of the up-scaling procedure for these huge organi-

zations and immediately drew the consideration of other

huge organizations that quickly embraced SDN to improve

their up scaling effectiveness. The framework of SDN is

summarized and depicted in Fig. 1.

Additionally, Internet of Things IoT includes broaden-

ing web availability beyond standard devices, for example,

work areas, workstations, cell phones, and tablets, to any

scope non-web enabled physical devices and regular items.

Embedded with technology, these devices can convey and

communicate over the web, and they can be remotely

observed and controlled. As illustrated in Fig. 2, hard

sensors, such as fire sensors, ambient light sensors,

humidity, and cameras, are physical hardware-based that

can be connected to the user. These include wearables and

personal sensory devices, gathering mainly physiological

data, and providing valuable perceptions on health and

well-being. Hard sensors can also be ambient sensors,

supplying data on the user’s environment at any given

time. Moreover, continuous tracking entails data gathered

by soft sensors. Soft sensors collect data mainly from

Social cloud media (SNs) such as Facebook, Instagram,

YouTube, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc. They are referred to as

soft sensors because they are software-based, where

information is entered into the platform by humans. Both

IoT and SNs provide large amounts of sensory data and

varied views on environments and people’s state of health

and well-being [3]. In the context of communication, The

raw data collected from the sensors is sent to an IoT

gateway, which is installed in the user’s home. The gate-

way will send, via the promising regular network or ulti-

mately using the ultra-reliable with ultra-low latency 5th

generation of mobile communication, the sensory infor-

mation to the cloud server. The server will do data analysis

from the received raw data and send semantic, context-

aware, and user-friendly messages to the end-user’s mobile

app or platform [4].

The aforementioned scenario, depicted in Fig. 2, repre-

sents the ultimate and supreme use case of deploying IoT in

Fig. 1 SDN architecture
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every day human’s life. Currently and traditionally, the IoT

communications comprise nearly all the communication

technologies of wireless communications and wired com-

munications. As for wireless communication technology,

there are GSM, CDMA, LTE, Wi-Fi, RFID, Bluetooth, and

ZigBee. The use of some kind of control architecture is

utmost required to ensure a smooth QoS for IoT. Nowa-

days, associated devices are a part of a situation in which

each device converse with other related devices in a

domain to robotize home and industrial tasks, and to impart

usable sensor data to clients, organizations and other

interested parties. IoT devices are intended to be deployed

for people at home, in the industry, and the manufacturing

domain. After surveying the literture, these hardware-based

devices can be classified into three fundamental gatherings:

consumer, enterprise, and industrial. User connected

devices include smart TVs, speakers, toys, wearables, and

well-informed machines. Smart meters, business security

frameworks, and smart city technologies. For example,

those used to monitor traffic and climate conditions - are

instances of industrial and enterprise IoT devices. Different

technologies, including air conditioning, thermostats, smart

lighting and smart security, enterprise and industrial uses.

In a smart home, for instance, a user arrives home, and

his car communicates with the garage to open the entry-

way. Once inside, the indoor regulator is as of now accli-

mated to his preferred temperature, and the lighting is set to

a lower force and his picked color for relaxation, as his

pacemaker information indicates it has been an unpleasant

day. In the enterprise, smart sensors situated in a gathering

room can enable a worker to find and schedule an acces-

sible room for a meeting, guaranteeing the best possible

room type, size, and highlights. When meeting participants

go into the room, the temperature will change as indicated

by the occupancy, and the lights will diminish as the fitting

PowerPoint loads on the screen and the speaker starts his

presentation. Consequently, IoT is now an essential and hot

research field for both academic and industrial stakehold-

ers. Nevertheless, in the current IoT network, tons of

devices are connected and have communication tasks. The

access network will face a major strain in the near future.

The main contribution in this article, is to explore the

suitability of existing network solutions, architectures and

researches in integrating Software Defined Network

implemented via edge computing with the IoT architecture.

Also, we have tackled the technical challenges to deploy

IoT applications with their vital theories and algorithms

related to this context. Unlike other papers which present

ideas and anticipations of SDN and IoT, we aim at offering

the reader advice of the implementation of those infras-

tructures and progress in solving their challenges. The rest

of the article is as the following. Section 2 presents the

state of the art of software defined networks (SDN) along

with the SDN-Internet of Things architecture. Section 3

argues the necessity for the integration of SDN and IoT

from within the applications that have constraints on the

KPIs such as End-to-End delay, bandwidth and packet loss.

Then, in Sect. 4, we present some future research venues

adding our analysis to tackle the challenges in this context.

We end up with a concise conclusion in Sect. 5.

2 Software-defined IoT: an overview

With the development of communication technologies, the

Internet of Things has revolutionized the network archi-

tecture, from industrial to military applications. This rev-

olution includes many aspects such as healthcare, home

automation, earthquake warning, traffic control, and

industrial processing monitoring. In terms of different use

cases, dedicated platforms and applications are built by

different providers. As a result, there is a lot of redundancy

in IoT devices, data, operations, and system management

[5]. Again, generally speaking, an IoT network is com-

posed of a group of sensor and actuator networks, as well

as end-users’ SNs, which work all operate at the edge

network. Meanwhile, the edge network is supported by

some gateways and access points (Access Network). Dat-

acenter network and core network also play an important

role in IoT network. Besides, SDN technologies can be

used in the different types of network in terms of use cases.

SDN-based schemes for efficient data collection and net-

work flow monitoring in edge networks have lots of

applications in IoT [6] which can be summarized as

follows.
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Fig. 2 IoT architecture
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– Data aggregation In OpenFlow-based flows placement,

the SDN controller plays a key role in the network,

leveraging the global view of the entire network. At this

point, flows can be monitored and analyzed for making

improved decisions. As IoT network comprises hetero-

geneous devices, with SDN, it becomes possible and

attainable to control all the devices in a uniform pattern

[7].

– Network monitoring SDN can provide a global view of

the entire network. With this property, the network

monitoring in SDN can be achieved in two ways:

probing by the controller and reporting from switches

when changes are detected in the network. For the

probing method, the SDN controller will send probe

messages to the switches and routers to get statistics

from them periodically. It is proved that optimized

operational expenditure (OPEX) is greatly improved in

a larger network [8]. Nevertheless, if we rely on

switches to send network statistics actively, overhead

could drop, while accuracy is compromised. Therefore,

we notice that there is a tradeoff between control

overhead and accuracy.

2.1 SD-IoT, access network

2.1.1 Access-core integration by simplifying network
architecture

The integration of a heterogeneous access network into a

single platform will facilitate seamless data exchange

among multiple devices. Active remote node (ARN) [9]

will play a crucial interface between the end-users and

backhaul network. ARN is responsible for short-range

communication, mainly the wireless. For long-range pas-

sive optical networks (PONs), it works in the backhaul

network to provide log-range connectivity. With SDN,

service providers will experience conveniences such as

dynamic bandwidth allocation, service differentiation,

network monitoring, and dynamic spectrum management.

2.1.2 Pub-sub-based architecture

Pub-sub architecture provides more scalability in a

dynamic network topology. In this architecture, source

nodes will update messages without detailed information of

the destination nodes. Besides, the destination nodes

(subscribers) also express their interest in receiving a dif-

ferent message without details of source nodes (publish-

ers). This will ensure the number one aspect of expansible

networks since it can dramatically reduce the overhead of

communication establishment between IoT devices. As

shown in [10] a pub-sub SDN architecture can enable

scalable and distribution services. In addition, a pub-sub

SDN architecture can provision an abstraction layer which

reinforces interoperability i.e, independent of specific net-

working protocol and technology. Therefore, a dedicated

application can be dynamically deployed.

2.1.3 SDN based mobile or optical access network

To apply SDN in an optical access network or in a mobile

communication infrastructure such as 4G or LTE-A, sev-

eral aspects need to be taken into consideration. Users can

provide feedback to network service providers and the

latter will use the information to make adequate decisions

to improve the QoS of a network. With this mechanism, the

SDN controller will use per-flow analysis to accordingly

explore the optimum path for data forwarding, within QoS

concerns, consequently improving the overall Quality of

experience from the end-user’s perspective.

2.2 SD-IoT, core network

2.2.1 Adequate security mechanism at core network

Each enterprise network puts security issues at a high

priority. In general, distributed and centralized solutions

are two common architecture. The centralized security uses

a network intrusion detection system (NIDS) at the core

network. The performance is not satisfying in some

aspects. For instance, additional dedicated middle-ware is

required, which might increase the overhead; besides, a

network operator has only limited views of the network

since it is a traditional network architecture, which means

the host-band solution approaches are OS-specific and this

is likely to lead to different contention between solutions

[11]. As a result, SDN should be considered as an alter-

native approach at the core network to achieve different

KPIs of a network.

2.2.2 Adequate network traffic distribution

Due to the presence of heterogeneous devices in IoT,

routing requests should be handled properly for different

application-specific use cases to fulfill the user require-

ment. Traffic should be distributed through redirecting

application-specific requests when they are received within

the intermediate nodes while minimizing the associated

cost, network load, and delay.
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2.3 SD-IoT, data center network

2.3.1 Efficient flow handling

In the data center network there are two types of flows,

long-lived and short-lived, which are also known as the

elephant- and mice-flows respectively. It is necessary to

handle these two flows efficiently without disrupting the

network performance. SDN can help with this issue. More

details are discussed in [12].

2.3.2 Traffic-aware NFV deployment

Virtual Machine (VM) is the core computing entity in data

center networks. With SDN, the controller has a global

view of all the traffic, and monitoring is possible for each

VM, while these VMs are running IoT analyzing applica-

tion in the data center. This will ensure scalability in SD-

IoT as while meeting the best practice of Network Function

virtualization (NFV). Therefore, VMs must be deployed

dynamically and efficiently, including placement problems

and resource allocation constraints.

2.3.3 Energy-efficient data center networking

Datacenter network accumulates thousands of computing

nodes and the energy consumption is a great concern for

each DCN deployment scenario. To reduce the consump-

tion issue, properly utilized resource allocation policies

should be applied in the deployment mechanism. Conse-

quently, adequate techniques need to be proposed for

energy-efficient data center networking.

2.3.4 Over-and-under-subscription of services

Customers are always tends to subscribe more resources in

higher priority to meet their real-time requirement. Natu-

rally, the real-time resource is far more expensive. As a

result, some data centers are likely over-and underutilized

[13] due to the specialized real-time service requests

especially in IoT application requests. Leveraging SDN-

based dynamic request mapping technique to distribute the

requests among data centers, and load balancing are very

common to tackle these issues.

2.3.5 Seamless mobility of VMs

Migration of VMs in data centers is always challenging

when it is between different DCN vendors. Providing

seamless connectivity is a key aspect of IoT. This needs to

be achieved in DCN by creating requests by VMs or

containers. SDN and NFV are good examples to provide

efficient service migration solutions and meet the require-

ment of QoS and service-level agreement (SLA).

2.4 SD-IoT: a model

In the past decade, IoT emerged as a special skele-

ton/model of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). blue

WSNs suffers from challenges that limit their functionali-

ties. They require a tailored customization for concrete

applications which makes them harder to deploy and limits

their manageability and flexibility. In order to overcome

that, combining the advantages SDNs bring to the game

with WSNs creates SD-IoT. In addition, SDN-WSN suffers

from security threats that adversely impact the vulnera-

bility and the QoS performance of the system. For instance,

Denial of Service Attacks or malicious attacks with false

data and parameters would outcome system unreliability

[14]. Therefore, the large-scale deployment of WSNs is

difficult and poses some problems; therefore, operators

need special adaptation procedures when they use specific

applications that require flexibility and particular man-

agement. To tackle these problems, the proposal of inte-

grate SDN into WSNs, is introduced and a new SD-IoT

model is born and surfaced, Fig. 3.

In the aforementioned model and when communication

takes place the two layers of SDN (control plane and data

plane) use a Sensor-based OpenFlow (SOF) communica-

tion protocol. The transmission of data packets is per-

formed by the sensors based on the flow assigned table.

The control plane is composed of one or several network

controller(s). Intelligence in the network can be accom-

plished, and network control can be realized (like routing

and QoS control). In this design, users can run primary flow

table by SOF to attain the programmability of the WSN.

SD-IoT has the following features: (1) multifunctionality:

as it can handle multiple plug and play applications so that

the sensor no longer depends on the operating system of the

application. Keep in mind that the control plane holds the

logic functions of the network. (2) Flexibility: changing the

entire approach in the network setting is a simple task for

SD-IoT. This helps network operators and network equip-

ment manufacturers, to escape from incompatible local

strategies. (3) Manageability: the network management

systems only requires open API provisioned by the control

plane. This is likewise the means of adding new applica-

tions, without necessarily tweaking the actual primary

code. Adaptability in the network can be accomplished

using artificial intelligence based network controller thus

smart routing and QoS control might be achieved [15]. As

illustrated in Fig. 3, the deployed SD-IoT model is com-

posed of three layers: the physical layer, the control layer,

and the application layer.
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2.4.1 The physical layer

In this layer, all the assets and hardware devices are placed.

These devices will be responsible for the main data col-

lection and communication tasks only without the partici-

pation of the controlling process. More specifically, it is

composed of a sensor network cluster (SN), database pool

cluster (DB). For sensor network clusters, IoT devices

(sensors contained) are the main function points. The

sensors are responsible for recording the data from the

surrounded environments in order to use it in different

applications. Agents work as assistants or interfaces to

communicate with upper layer devices and controllers. The

board sensors will combine the accumulated data from

bottom sensors and send them by a bridge or gateway to the

SDN controller. On the other hand, database pool cluster

provides different types of data storage. As a result, a

dedicated database will be created to store each IoT device

information for further processing and analysis.

2.4.2 The control layer

Similar to SDN architecture, SD-IoT has an SDN controller

in the control layer. Besides the basic SDN components, it

also contains the specific IoT controller, which focuses on

IoT applications and its data forwarding and processing

issues. SD-Storage controller, SD-Security controllers are

encapsulated in this layer in order to deal with urgent sit-

uations. Those controllers form an integrated middle-ware

layer; eastern and western bound interfaces are also inte-

grated to ensure the data communication between

controllers. In a wide range system where the system is

physically distributed, an edge controller should be con-

sidered in this middleware layer to handle all the requests

from the bottom and the top.

2.4.3 The application layer

SD-IoT provides a DaaS (Data as a service) application

layer. User-applications are generated in this layer to

facilitate accessing and acting with the stored and analyzed

data. Similar to SDN, northbound or front-end APIs should

be introduced to enable data communication between the

upper layers and controllers.

2.5 The overall workflow of the SD-IoT model

Figure 4 presents the overall workflow SD-IoT model in

the control layer.

A service request is created by an IoT device, or more

specifically a sensor. Pieces of information are generated

and are forwarded to the control layer by gateways and

bridges. Before the requests are accepted by the SDN

controller or the IoT controller they need to pass the

authentication investigation handled by Software Defined

Security (SDSec). If this process fails, the requests will be

discarded. Otherwise, it will be allowed to enter the mes-

sage queue to wait for further data processing. After the

message processing operations are successfully executed,

the IoT controller will add labels and tags to the request

packets to a dedicated receiver. The labeled request will be

handled by the SDN controller for further forwarding. A
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specific flow forwarding algorithm will be applied in the

SDN controller. Meanwhile, the SDN controller should

coordinate with IoT controller in case of updated policies

or information changes and challenges. Besides, it is

responsible for releasing the flow rule to broadcast the final

routing and forwarding information to the bottom devices

that are in the sensor network cluster. The SDN controller

will then inform the SD-storage controller when new flow

rules are created. These new flow will be stored in the DB

cluster for additional processing if needed. The workflow

briefly introduced how to combine IoT to SDN network. As

mentioned earlier, there are plenty of challenges in dif-

ferent inter-networking scenarios in terms of use cases and

format. Hence, this what we will explore in the following

sections

3 SDN based IoT models for delay/
bandwidth sensitive and packet loss-
sensitive applications

The vision of the Internet of Things (IoT) is to have smart

devices connected over the internet as a backbone infras-

tructure. More specfically, the network from smart devices

to the IoT platform is made up of many communication

domains and different technologies are used in inter/intra

domain. For example, in the access part (access domain) of

the network, a smart device can connect to the IoT gateway

using different access technologies like Bluetooth, Zigbee,

Wifi, etc. Similarly, the IoT traffic on its path to the IoT

platform may go through the optical network, metro net-

work, and even mobile networks like (4G or 5G). More-

over, different IoT applications have different QoS

requirements to be met from the network. Software-defined

network (SDN) has some tools in its arsenal to cope with

the heterogeneity of IoT backbone network and QoS

requirements. SDN can utilize its logically centralized

control plane to achieve unified control over heterogeneous

networks and likewise, the flexibility/programmability

feature can be used to monitor the network and make

dynamic run time changes in the network to satisfy the QoS

requirements of different IoT applications. There are many

QoS metrics like throughput, bandwidth, jitter, delay,

reliability, etc but in [16], Jin et al. categorized IoT

applications into two broad categories:

– Delay sensitive IoT applications This class of applica-

tions requires packets to be received by the IoT

platform with strict packet delay constraints. They can

still work properly if there is some packet loss as long

as the non-dropped packets are received within a delay

threshold. Examples of these kinds of applications

include video surveillance like (Closed-circuit televi-

sion) CCTV infrastructure, smart connected car systems

for autonomous driving, and real-time health monitor-

ing systems, etc.

– Packet loss-sensitive IoT applications Unlike delay-

sensitive applications, packet loss-sensitive applications

require packets to be received with no packet loss and

can withstand delay. Most of the IoT applications use

UDP as a transport protocol which does not provide end

to end guarantee, so reliability is implemented at the

higher layers, but due to the resource-constrained

nature of the IoT devices, it is the responsibility of
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the network to provide no packet loss in order to save

energy, processing power, and memory usage on IoT

devices. For the packet to be delivered reliably, it must

be stored in the buffer of the IoT device so that in case

of packet loss, it can be retransmitted. It is worth noting

that some IoT devices have limited buffer space to store

packets; in this case the SDN has to communicate with

IoT gateway to enforce some queuing mechanism at the

expense of latency. Examples of these applications

include wireless sensor network for monitoring differ-

ent environmental parameters and wireless body area

network (WBAN) [17].

3.1 SDN based IoT aware edge/cloud
architecture for a bandwidth-constrained
application

Analyzing raw data collected by IoT devices is a need for

any IoT infrastructure to provide useful and concise

information for the application’s user. In some applica-

tions, sensors/actuators collect data in huge amount and

require a solid network to carry this data to the data centers

located in the core of the network for analytics. In [18], the

authors mention that the data collected by a connected car

system and sent to the cloud for analysis is approximately

25 Gb/hour and will exceed this data rate if more sensors

are added to the self-driven cars. A connected car has many

sensors that may collect the surrounding information, the

driver’s behavior pattern, and telematics to provide vehicle

efficiency and passenger safety. Transferring this huge

amount of data from edge networks through metro and core

networks to data centers for analytics will cause congestion

in the network, and hence will hinder the performance of

delay-sensitive applications. Besides, transferring such data

requires huge bandwidth which is very expensive to obtain.

Therefore, there is alarming demands to find an alternative

architecture that does not require data sent to the core data

center all the time. Edge and Mobile edge computing is a

good candidate approach to tackle this issue.

3.1.1 Edge computing in IoT

To solve the processing of large amounts of data at a core

data center, the idea of edge computing was introduced.

The basic goal of edge computing is to bring computation

and storage resources closer to the user i.e., the edge of the

network, which will provide real-time data processing,

real-time message response and temporary data storage.

The computing and storage resource at the edge network is

called as a micro and small data center. First analytics is

done at the edge side to extract useful information, and

then this data is sent to the core data center for storage

purposes to be used by IoT applications. This requires a

dynamic distribution of IoT analytics between the core and

edge data centers in order to reduce the dependency on the

network, hence minimizing the impact of bandwidth and

latency constraints of the core network. Authors in [19]

survey edge computing in the context of IoT. Dynamic

distribution of analytics requires programmability/flexibil-

ity, which is a feature of SDN. Moreover, this implies tight

coordinations between IoT platform, SDN infrastructure,

and cloud/edge infrastructure. The authors in [20, 21]

extend the architecture proposed in [19] by providing an

SDN-based edge data center (micro and small data center)

that uses virtualization of computing and storage i.e, uti-

lizing NFV for better resource utilization. Further, they

demonstrate the proposed architecture for distributed ana-

lytics using CCTV applications and congestion avoidance

using a dynamic distribution of analytics. Key features of

this architecture are:

1. flexible transition between cloud and edge resources

based on SDN based (Open Flow) real-time monitoring

of the network resources.

2. Transferring the request control of edge resource from

IoT gateway to a logically central IoT analytics

platform.

3. Hierarchical implementation of the control plane that

integrates the control plane of both different networks

and cloud/edge computer.

4. Virtual machine-based cloud computes and container-

based edge computing

Figure 5 explores the connectivity diagram of different

components of the unified control and communication SD-

IoT edge based network framework. The whole architec-

ture can be divided into three layers:

– Infrastructure layer Data is collected from the smart

things/sensors and aggregated by IoT gateway in case

of static devices and via base stations if devices are

mobile (such as smart vehicles or drones and haptic-

robotic). The aggregated data is then forwarded to the

edge network which includes the SDN edge switches/

routers for data forwarding and micro/small DC for

edge compute and storage resource. Similarly, The

SDN packet network and Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) net-

work representing a metro network and optical fiber

wireless network respectively. They collectively deliver

connectivity between edge networks to core data-

centers. IoT flow monitors are placed on the transit

links between edge network and packet network and

also between packet network and broadband channel

for the sake of adaptively observing the average

bandwidth utilization.

– Control layer includes multiple SDN controllers

divided into a hierarchical pattern. At the lower layer
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of hierarchy, there are a Micro DC controller, Small DC

controller, and Core DC controller to provide control

plane functionality for computing and storage resources

at micro DC, small DC, and core DC respectively.

Similarly, the multiple SDN controllers (Edge Packet

SDN controller, Packet SDN controller, and broadband

SDN controller) provide control functionality of packet

forwarding for the edge, packet, and broadband

network. At the second layer of hierarchy, a cloud

orchestrator (CO) which provides a higher-level

abstraction for data centers (micro, small, and core)

and controls micro, small, and core DC, controllers. In

addition, The IoT aware transport SDN orchestrator

(TSDNO) is connected to each SDN network controller

at the lower level and provides a unified transport

network operating system. TSDNO uses a transport API

[22] to interact with SDN controllers of heterogeneous

transport networks to provide end-to-end connectivity

services by using higher-level abstracted controls from

lower-level SDN controllers. Another function of

TSDNO is to provision tags for IoT flows and subscribe

to their real-time periodic information from IoTFM

(infrastructure level). Once TSDNO detects a link

congestion on the transit connections, it informs the

controller at higher hierarchy about all the IoT flows

passing through the congested link. Consequently,

TSDNO can be viewed as a controller of controllers.

At the third layer of hierarchy, an IoT aware global

orchestrator (GO) provides global automated configu-

ration, management, and coordination of end-to-end

services. It receives information regarding bandwidth

and latency threshold breaches from TSDNO and

forwards the request to the IoT analytics platform

(IoTAP) to provision distributed analytic resources at

edge, small, or core DC. Upon receiving the global

service request from IoTAP, the GO decomposes it into

two parts. The first portion, referred to as cloud

resource request, is forwarded to the CO to instantiate

the VM at core DC or containers at the edge/small DC.

The second part i.e, end-to-end network and VM

connectivity requests are forwarded to TSDNO which

further relay this information to lower-level SDN

controllers to provision flows. IoTAP sits in the top

layer and communicates with IoT applications in the

application layer. It prioritizes the traffic by deciding

which IoT application should be distributed first.

– Application layer which sits on top of the analytic

platform. It provides services to application end-users,

and higher-level instructions to the control layer.

3.2 Experimental case study

Figure 6 shows a proof of concept for the distributed

analytics of the unified architecture described in the pre-

vious section. For that purpose, a CCTV IoT based
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application was deployed using two scenarios i.e., with and

without incorporating edge computing to the SD-IoT sys-

tem. Normal analytics of the video stream will be done at

the edge datacenter aka (micro DC) and then in case of any

mishap, the video stream will be forwarded to core DC for

storage purposes. As depicted in Fig. 6, without edge

computing, the raw stream requires a 240 kbps rate from

the edge network to the core so that the edge computing

can save the bandwidth from 25% up to 100% in the core

network as long as no events more specifically motion

detection are encountered.

In order to provide this kind of service, IoTAP asks the

GO to provision a service that includes a VM on the core

DC which in turn includes a virtual container at micro DC

as well as a path between the CCTV camera to edge con-

tainer (flow1). In addition, the GO will provision a path

from edge container to VM (flow2) in core DC. The GO

splits the request into two: one for the CO and another for

TSDNO. The TSDNO part consists of end-to-end connec-

tivity requests while the CO part consists of instantiation of

VM and container. TSDNO selects the lower level SDN

controllers whose networks are involved in the path asking

them to add tag flows on each switches at the provisioned

path. Similarly, the CO selects the corresponding DC

controllers and asks them to spin up VM and containers. In

normal cases, the analytics will run on a container at the

edge node and as soon as the analytics detect activity, the

video stream will be forwarded using flow2 to VM in core

DC for storage purposes as depicted in Fig. 7a. In order to

provide proof of concept for dynamic switching of core

analytics to edge analytics after detecting congestion, the

same setup as described above was used. To get the

bandwidth usage, the IoTFM functionality is integrated on

the OpenFlow switches and TSDNO can periodically get

packet rate on a specific port using OpenFlow messages.

Initially, IoTAP deploys three services, each with its cor-

responding flow and VM in core DC more specifically (S1

uses VM1 and flow1, S2 uses VM2 and flow2 and S3 uses

VM3 and flow3). The traffic rate threshold used for the

transit link is 20 Kbps and the time threshold is 10s. Next,

dummy packets are generated for each of the three appli-

cations using a packet generator and are passed to the edge

network. S1, S2, and S3 are operating at 20Kbps, 10Kpbs,

and 15Kbps respectively as shown in Fig. 7b. As we can

see the link between the metro network and optical network

carries 45Kbps in total, which exceeds the threshold for

40Kpbs, so congestion will be detected by TSDNO (by

monitoring the output of IoTFM3 ). TSDNO will inform

GO about this congestion and flows passing through the

link. In response, the GO will forward the same informa-

tion to IoTAP. Based on the information for GO, the IoTAP

platform decides to provision edge analytics for S1 by

creating a new service S4 and discarding S1. This infor-

mation is forwarded to GO which again splits the requests

into two parts one for CO and the other for TSDNO. VM4,

VM5, flow4, and flow5 are created for new service instance

S4 in order to complete the switching process, VM1 with

flow1 will be discarded. The deletion and instantiation of

new VM’s are done by REST API of the CO. For new flow

provisioning, TSDNO offloads the responsibility to involve

lower-level controllers. New flows and VM’s are shown in

Fig. 7c. Figure 7d shows the timing graph against the

individual and aggregated traffic flows. Flow1 traffic starts

from 4s and at this point, the aggregated traffic ðIoT �
FM3Þ is the traffic of flow1. Flow2 starts at 9s, and the

aggregated traffic is still less than the threshold. Flow 3

starts at 19s and the aggregated traffic starts approaching

the threshold. At 21s, aggregate traffic exceeds the

threshold and then TSDNO notifies GO at 31s (10s time

threshold) about the congested links and flows through it.

IoTAP removes S1 and instantiates S4. It is obvious that

traffic for flow1 starts decreasing and flow5 starts

increasing at 34s and as a result, the aggregated traffic

starts dropping. At this point, the analytics for S4 will be

done at the edge so that the traffic on flow5 will be minimal

as compared to flow4. Flow 4 traffic is not shown, as it is

not monitored on a transit link.

240 Kbps (Constant)
C

1) Without Edge Video Analytics:

240 Kbps

2) With Edge Video Analytics:

0 Kbps (no event)

180 Kbps (if event)

Core-Data Center

Micro-DC

CCTV cameraFig. 6 Video streaming analytic

use case
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3.3 Traffic-aware QoS routing in software-
defined IoT: SWAY

In the edge-based architecture, explained in the previous

section, SDN controllers monitor only bandwidth on links

between different networks. The idea of Traffic-Aware

QoS Routing in Software-Defined IoT also referred to as

SWAY [23–25] is to add link delay and packet loss to the

list of QoS metrics for selecting a routing path. All the

discussed research works [5, 20, 26–28] are based solely on

a particular one QoS metric, but the authors in [24] con-

sider a combination of bandwidth, delay and, packet loss

probability. The edge-based solution can benefit IoT

applications that require more bandwidth, but some appli-

cations do not have large bandwidth requirements and

typically UDP as per the transport layer protocol. UDP can

help in the delay-sensitive applications whereas low rate

UDP can experience packet loss if it passes through the

same shared network where normal TCP traffic (greedy

traffic) is flowing on the internet as mentioned in [29].

Packet loss in the case of UDP puts more responsibility on

the application layer of the IoT device for re-transmission,

but due to IoT limited capabilities and resource constraints,

it is not feasible to address that issue at the application

layer. Hence, the network has to take into account delay as

well as packet loss on the link before forwarding the IoT

traffic. Additionally, and as mentioned earlier, network

flexibility and programmability are needed to provide

dynamic QoS requirements of heterogeneous networks and

IoT applications.

Consequently, the authors in [24, 25] proposed simple

architecture using SWAY as such the controller architecture

is more QoS oriented.

Their work can be summarized and depicted in Fig. 8.

As can be noticed, the central SDN controller manages the

traffic flowing through the SDN switches in the network

Fig. 7 Deployment and bench-marking video streaming analytic use case adapted from [21]
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while fog nodes F1 and F2 provide edge services for

bandwidth-hungry applications. The architecture is

heterogeneous as it supports all possible wired and wireless

data plane links are connected to the IoT heterogeneous

gateway. IoT application will be running on top of the SDN

controller which interacts using Northbound i.e front-end

API while Southbound aka back-end API using OpenFlow

protocol for communication with the data planes. The

traffic aware routing algorithm runs on the SDN controller

and can be described as follows: First, the IoT flow is

categorized as delay-sensitive or packet loss sensitive or

both using a flow classification module and then repre-

sented by four tuples i-e; (sk, tk, kk, qk), where sk represents
the source, tk represents the destination, kk represents

whether this flow is delay (ds) or packet loss (ls) sensitive

and qk is the bandwidth, delay and packet loss constraints

provided by the IoT application running on top of SDN

controller. Link delay (fd) and packet loss statistics (fl) are

collected by the statistics collector module using Open-

Flow. For link delay, the controller sends a probe message

to a switch and tells it to forward it to the next switch, after

which this probe packet is forwarded back to the controller

by the second switch. Using the time of sending, time of

receiving the probe message back, and compensating for

the delay in the message forwarding, the controller calcu-

lates the link delay between switches. Packet loss is cal-

culated from the difference in the port statistics of the

switches. Additionally, customized weights are tweaked for

traffic to treat the flow as more delay-sensitive (c1) or

packet loss sensitive (c2). The topology manager module 9

provides the whole picture of the network. The packet-in

module intercepts the OpenFlow messages corresponding

to a new flow and sends them to the flow differentiator for

classification (Fig. 9).

The heart of [24] is the QoS routing module, whose

input is flow (tuples), link delay (fd), link packet loss (fl),

customized weights (c1 and c2). it provides a set of opti-

mized paths based on QoS requirements. In [30, 24], an

optimization criterion based on the values of four

parameters fd, fl, c1 and c2. The authors classify the process

of finding an optimal path as non-deterministic polyno-

mial-time NP-hard therefore, a heuristic approach is pro-

posed to be implemented in the QoS routing module. In the

heuristic approach, the algorithm calculates a set of

shortest, loop-free paths using Yen’s K-shortest path

algorithm [31]. These sets of paths are evaluated against

the QoS imposed by the IoT application and the best

matching path is selected accordingly.

It is worth noting that SWAY algorithm also considers

another factor which is the amount of exiting flow entries

on OpenFlow switches while deciding on the path. By

doing so, Sway tries to avoid paths with switches with a

high number of flow entries. This is an important factor

because it may cause packet loss in case all the flows have

one common switch e.g (memory-constrained issue) in the

path. Other modules of the controller include the flow rule

manager, which takes the output of QoS routing modules

and then adds flow entries to all the switches in the path

using OpenFlow protocol. It also updates the rule-capacity

of each switch after adding flow entries.

In [24, 25, 32] authors compares the performance of

SWAY algorithm with Shortest Path Delay (SPD), Mini-

mum Occupied Rule Capacity (MRC). The outcome of

those studies shows that the SWAY algorithm outperforms

both of these previously proposed architectures. However,

it should be noted that SWAY SD-IoT module does not

consider another kind of QoS meterics (e.g., jitter-sensi-

tive). Moreover, a low-level packet classification arrange-

ment for fine-grained QoS forwarding is not taken into

consideration in the Sway SDN framework.

4 Future research venues and open
discussion

Even though recent research work [7, 14, 20, 33, 34] have

emphasized the power of envisioning a software-defined

architecture for IoT, this domain is still has lots of potential

improvements and it has its challenges. In this section, a

summary of the most significant challenges is provided.

This includes both the challenges that have been partially

tackled and the others that continue to open new research

venues.

– Reliability A crucial condition for the success of any

software development is reliability. If the system is

subject to any failure, its users should be aware of it and

the problem must be resolved immediately. What does

software reliability mean? It is the guarantee of a proper

functioning in a particular setting for a specified amount

of time. In order to prevent any flaws and to increase

the network availability, the configuration of the SDN
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Fig. 9 SWAY SDN controller modules
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controller must validate the network management and

also must validate and ensure that the minimum

reliability measures are met.

The authors in [35], have studied the reliability of

Open Network Operating System (ONOS) which can be

used as production-grade SDN controller. The study has

found a regular pattern of the releases, the number of

bugs, fault detection and resolution time. In legacy

networks, when devices stop working, continuity and

flow control keep working since network traffic is

routed through nearby alternative path/nodes. In SDN,

the whole network is dependent on the central con-

troller. If the latter fails, the whole network collapses.

Consequently, vendors/ developers must harness the

main controller functions if they want network relia-

bility to be optimal. In order to overcome this

challenge, a very common solution is utilizing the

power of virtualization and adopting to the container

culture of networks. Tools like Docker and Kubernetes

(also known as K8S) [36, 37] would offer a very

scalable solution to the reliability of the SDN con-

troller. Having the ability to spawn a virtualized image

of a controller in milliseconds is a great option while

mitigating the failure of the whole network. Kubernetes

also offers orchestration of those virtualized pods such

that if a pod fails, the system will respawn a mirror

image in milliseconds. Other tools like OpenStack also

offer the ability to create overlay networks which could

contain the SDN controller and a few replicas of the

controller. This would help taking the virtualization to

the next level by not only virtualizing the controller of

the SDN, but also virtualizing the overlay network to

have a better control on the SDN traffic.

– Scalability The traditional LAN is organized in multi-

ple layers in which multiple Layer 2 networks are

connected. Thanks to Layer 3 routing functionality.

Unfortunately, these traditional LANs do not scale very

well regarding east-west traffic because at least one

Layer 3 device and probably multiple Layer 3 devices

are in the end-to-end path. What is scalability? It is

when a software, network or organization succeeds in

growing and managing ever-increasing demand. An

SDN controller should have the capacity to support a

minimum of 100 switches and to alleviate the impact of

network broadcast overhead as well as the rapid

increase of flow table entries. In brief, as far as a

system network or process is concerned, scalability

means the ability to manage an ever-increasing load of

work or the possibility of expanding it in order to be

able to successfully deal with that load. In this context,

the use of AI becomes very handy. AI algorithms can

help the network predict the bottlenecks before they

appear by a temporal analysis if the packet flows. When

that bottleneck is identified, systems would be able to

spin up hierarchical SDN controllers in order to offload

some of the tasks on the main controller.

– Low-level interface Development is a must when it

comes to the control applications of SDN network

management and network policy; this means that the

switch used should change into low-level configura-

tions. The various asynchronous events observed at the

switches must be coordinated by the programming

interface of the SDN framework in order to carry out

simple tasks.

– Performance and security The performance of the SDN

may be compromised due to new forms of network

attacks resulting from the open interfaces of the SDN

network. Different distributed denial-of-service (D-

DOS) attacks may stop networks from normal func-

tioning. This in turn, may overflow the queue of the

TCP protocol in the server of any organization,

resulting in its outage. For that, solutions should be

developed in the SDN framework in a way to handle the

software integrity, remote access management, network

threat detection and mitigation, authentication, and

authorization of the users. IoT information security is

one of the core technologies related to safe and

sustainable advancement of the IoT; thus it has to be

seriously considered. Simultaneously, the IoT collects

more and more personal data and hence spots higher

requirements on privacy protection. In addition to the

conventional communication network security issues

and due to the fact that the IoT is composed of a huge

number of things, and a relative deficiency of intelligent

management and human control, the IoT might face

main security concerns related to its own specific

characteristics. Accordingly, more research work has to

be done in this domain to ensure a proper IoT

encryption mechanism, satisfactory security design,

and a dedicated communication protocol to guarantee

the security, reliability, and stability of the data

collected in the sensing i.e, application layer. A good

example of security applied on IoT devices is the

inclusion of virtualized firewalls like virtualized net-

work functions (VNF). Those VNFs can be deployed in

any layer of the hierarchy creating a more robust

system to any attacks. It would be ideal if virtualized

firewalls were applied on a hierarchical manner, for

example, on the device level, access point level, router

level, then reaching the SDN controller level. This way

the probability of threat detection would be much

higher which would also offload the detection off a

central entity.

Another topic that contributes to the future research

of the performance and security in the context of SDN-

IoT systems is the Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
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[38, 39]. There are a multitude of open issues that can

be discussed such as, IoT IDS deployment strategies,

and synchronization between multiple IoT IDS. The

advantage of having distributed IDS is the ability to

identify attacks across the IoT ecosystem in a dis-

tributed manner. Additionally, in the cases where the

traffic may occasionally rise because of an unusual

demand, the internet and infrastructure provider will be

required to deploy multiple instances of IoT-IDS, and

that deployment is an optimization by itself due to the

capacity and proximity constraints which is a challeng-

ing multivariate problem [40]. Moreover, running

copies of the same IDS over multiple instances in a

distributed manner is a challenging task. It is known

that most of network functions are stateful, which

means that they frequently keep a state that is either

read or updated such as the packets’ statistics. Those

distributed IDS over a big IoT ecosystem instances

should constantly keep updating the state of the

network in order to avoid any failure of operations.

IDS instances should have some sort of communication

with each other and synchronize the network state. This

is achievable by either a synchronization protocol or by

having a central server which can consolidates and

distributes the same state to all other IDS. Having a

central server can assists and advance the task of the

intrusion detection systems by packet analysis using AI

and then by making a decision and taking actions based

on the analysis [38, 39].

– IoT and Network Simulation After the computer and the

Internet, the IoT is now the new wave of innovation in

the world information and industry. The investment in

research and development (RD) of a next generation

Information and Communications Technology (ICT)

applications is growing, including mobile Internet, IoT,

cloud computing, big data, software-defined network,

5G. The basic component of the IoT in the network are

sensors. However, the evolving number of the terminal

equipment, makes it tremendously difficult to largely

implement and deploy sensory network in the long

term. This is because, in most of the cases, the number

usable of sensor nodes is limited. It becomes difficult,

in real environment, to verify and assess the relevant

theories and algorithms/protocols (Fig. 10).

To cater for the need of the large-scale deployment of

sensor networks, we need to simulate IoT procedure and

venture in order to scrutinize high-deployment setting

demands and hardware costs. Therefore, it is of highly

importance to build an IoT simulation platform. The Riv-

erbed�Modeler [41], formerly referred to as Opnet [42], is

a good candidate for creating a large scale IoT testbed as it

composes a powerful feature, namely the system in the

loop (STIL), which enables the exchange of data between

the simulated large scale sensors and a real network as

demonstrated in Fig. 11. The riverbed would also help the

simulation of any network intelligence and AI which could

discover early weaknesses in the AI models. In a nutshell

Table 1, recaps the state-of-art on SD-IoT. Comprehensive

amalgamation of the current literature discloses that there

is a research gap on benefit from the flexibility of SDN to

deliver QoS criteria such as either data and loss rates or

latency or both according to flow-types of IoT, while

concurrently when taking into consideration adds rule-ca-

pacity limitations levied by SDN-based architecture.

In our view, by integrating the edge computing archi-

tecture (presented in Sect. 3.1) and QoS aware routing

algorithm (from Sect. 3.3), we will get a more scalable and

robust solution for QoS aware routing and SDN-IoT model,

hence enhancing IoT unified communication in general. In

the case of QoS-aware routing (SWAY), we can see that we

already have edge computing (fog nodes), but the whole

seamless switching between core and edge DC was not

discussed. We argue that in the case of SWAY routing,

there is still a need for smooth switching of analytic

resources from one edge to other DC edges. Consider we

try to do edge analytics on the first edge node, and we find

that all resources are completely utilized, so we will have

to consider another edge node for the analytics, and this

will generate traffic through the network which will require

QoS aware routing like SWAY. Besides, SWAY architecture

does not provide a hierarchical SDN controller architec-

ture, which is useful in the proper delegation for respon-

sibility and better management, but the dynamic edge

analytics architecture provides this feature so combining

both architectures is a win-win situation.

From the architectural point of view, we believe that

including QoS aware routing (SWAY) including the SDN

controllers located in the lower level of hierarchy as well as

at TSDNO will yield better performance. The lower level of

SDN controllers manage a specific domain of the network,

Fig. 10 Riverbed IoT wireless semi-physical model testbed
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so if traffic is to be routed with a specific network domain,

then that controller can decide on its own. However, if we

need to cross the domain to another segment like a metro/

optical, we should implement TSDNO in the same level.

From an application point of view: considering the

ontology at the SDN controller can automatically relates

the future Tactile Internet e.g., IoT applications to their key

performance indicators. In our recent work [45], we have

addressed, through ontologies, the relationship between

5G/Tactile Internet applications and their main (KPIs). By

applying the Ontology to the SDN controller, we can

change the classifications of the KPIs and the applications

so we can infer the most suitable network type to satisfy the

Quality of Service for those applications. This can be very

beneficial to the SDN network controller to dynamically

optimize the communication channel needed for provi-

sioning the required QoS thresholds.

5 Conclusion

The Covid 19 pandemic has drastically increased the

internet traffic . Existing networking algorithms are not

capable to effectively implementing QoS control to auto-

matically adjust to repeatedly fluctuating network condi-

tions. Accordingly, new network solutions and algorithms

have to be developed to help solve this issue. In this paper,

we have reviewed the concept of software-defined net-

working (SDN) and explained the features of the different

specifications of the OpenFlow protocol, which is a means

to implement SDN-based networks. A brief introduction of

hard and soft IoT sensors and their application is already

examined in this article from different technical perspec-

tives. We have also presented the architectural points and

current issues and research lacuna of combining SDN with

IoT. Lastly, we have discussed the two architectures of

SDN with IoT that targets the QoS attributes. Compared to

other survey paper papers, we have given a more detailed

and synthesis analysis of current SDN and IoT systems due

to their crucial role in the functioning of the unified com-

munication system. We believe that deployment of AI-

Fig. 11 Ontology which links a

5G application to the specific

KPIs

Table 1 Summary of the current state-of-the-art on SD-IoT

Research work Area of intertest

Authors in [20, 26, 28] End-to-end orchestration, management, and control of IoT services using SDN

Authors in [43] Traffic engineering in wireless fogs routers through SDN

Authors in [44] Federated SDN controllers for IoT and FiWi access network

Authors in [15] Deep learning-based adaptive channel assignment for SDIoT

Authors in [5, 24, 27] QoS routing of SDIoT considering only one to two KPIs such as delay, throughput, and loss
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based SDN controllers could help expand the adoption of

IoT because of the flexibility, programmability, central

control provided to the heterogeneous network architecture

and QoS needs of IoT application/Infrastructure.

Author contributions The main contribution in this article, is to

explore the suitability of existing network solutions, architectures and

researches in integrating Software Defined Network implemented via

edge computing with the IoT architecture. Also, we have tackled the

technical challenges to deploy IoT applications with their vital the-

ories and algorithms related to this context. Unlike other papers which

present ideas and anticipations of SDN and IoT, we aim at offering

the reader advice of the implementation of those infrastructures and

progress in solving their challenges.
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